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Abstract. Pattern mining exhaustively enumerates patterns that occur
in some structured dataset and each satisfy some constraints. To avoid
redundancy and reduce the set of patterns resulting from the enumer-
ation, it is necessary to go beyond the individual selection of patterns
and select a pattern subset which, as a whole, contains relevant and
non redundant information. This is particularly useful when enumerat-
ing bi-patterns, which represent pairs of attribute patterns describing for
instance subnetworks in two-mode attributed networks. We present and
experiment a general greedy algorithm performing pattern set selection
on attributed graphs.
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1 Introduction

Pattern mining exhaustively enumerates attribute patterns that each occurs in
part of the entries of some structured dataset and satisfies some constraints.
However, individually selecting patterns may still result in a large number of
patterns. This is often due to a large redundancy in the pattern set, and a natural
way to reduce the pattern set size and redundancy is to apply some pattern set
selection process. This may be partially performed during the search, for instance
by only selecting closed patterns: a closed pattern is the most specific pattern
among those occurring in the same entries of the dataset. However, adding a
post-processing subset selection, guided by measures of pattern interestingness,
allows a more accurate control on the pattern set selection process [?].

The general context of this work is the investigation of attributed networks,
i.e. networks whose vertices are described according to attributes values, which
is a difficult task, including subtasks as community detection[?] and attributed
graph mining. In the latter the mining process searches for subnetworks whose
vertices share common attribute values and which satisfy topological require-
ments[?,?]. We consider here attributed graph mining through enumeration of
clore closed patterns in which each pattern is associated to a core subgraph[?].
We are in particular interested in a potentially highly redundant pattern mining
process called bi-pattern mining designed to mine attributed directed networks
or two-mode networks [?].
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In this article we will propose gβ a simple and general post-processing pattern
subset selection scheme that selects within a pattern set P a pattern subset S
such that i) in S pairwise distances between patterns all exceed some threshold
β and ii) S maximizes the sum of the individual interestingness g of its patterns.
This supposes that we have some distance definition on patterns together with
some positive interestingness measure that allows to order the patterns in P .
Overall the methodology is as follows:

1. Exhaustively search for a set P of patterns each satisfying a set of constraints.
2. Order patterns in P according to an interestingness measure g.
3. Apply gβ pattern set selection to the pattern set P and return S.

We first introduce our gβ greedy algorithm. We then describe how to apply
pattern set selection to single pattern mining and bi-pattern mining of attributed
networks. Finally we describe various experiments on real attributed networks.

2 Problem statement and greedy gβ algorithm

We consider a set P together with a distance d between elements. Let S be a
subset of P and β a distance threshold. S is called a candidate when it satisfies
two conditions: (C1) For all pairs (x, y) ∈ S, we have d(x, y) > β, and (C2) S is
maximal: there is no larger subset S′ ⊃ S that satisfies condition C1. Let g be a
positive mapping on P and f be defined as f(S) = Σx∈Sg(x). We consider then
the gβ set selection problem as follows:

– Find S∗ ⊆ P such that S∗ is a candidate and f(S∗) is maximum

Example 1. Figure 1 displays a set P = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} in which only (x, y) pairs
such that d(x, y) ≤ β are (1, 4) and (3, 5). There are various candidates such
as S = {1, 2, 3}, S = {2, 4, 5}, S = {1, 2, 5}. For instance S = {1, 2, 3} is a
candidate because we cannot add to S neither 4 (too close to 1) nor 5 (too close
to 3). When assuming that for any element i, we have g(i) = i, there is one
single solution S∗ = {2, 4, 5}, with maximum g value 11.
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Fig. 1. Two candidates (figured as triangles) in the gβ set selection of Example 1

When considering a graph whose vertices are the elements of P and whose
edges relate vertices x, y such that d(x, y) ≤ β, a candidate S is a maximal
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stable. The gβ selection problem is then equivalent to the Maximum Weight
Stable problem with g as the weight function and is consequently NP-complete
in the general case[?]. We provide below a greedy algorithm gβ that returns an
approximate solution S to our problem. The greedy gβ algorithm has worst case
complexity O(|P ||S|) both in number of comparisons and number of distances
to compute:

Greedy gβ(P)
// P is ordered by decreasing g values
F ← P ; S ← ∅
while F 6= ∅

Find first x in F such that for any y in S, d(x, y) > β.
if x has been found

Remove x from F as well as all his predecessors in F .
S ← S ∪ {x}

else
F ← ∅

endIf
endWhile
return F

end

Example 2. The gβ greedy algorithm runs our Example 1 problem as follows:
(1) After the initialisation step F = [5, 4, 3, 2, 1] and S = [].
(2) After iterations (1) and (2) we have F = [3, 2, 1] and S = [5, 4],
(3) At iteration (3) the next element in F with distance to elements of S

above β is 2 (as d(3, 5) ≤ β), which results in F = [1] and S = [5, 4, 2].
(4) The algorithm stops after iteration (4) in which 1, the only element in F ,

is too close to 4 to be added to S, thus resulting in F = [] and S = [2, 4, 5].

We will apply gβ set selection to pattern sets P resulting from attributed
networks mining introduced hereunder.

3 Single and bi-pattern mining

3.1 Core closed single pattern mining

In standard closed itemset mining, we have a set V of objects each described as
an itemset, i.e. a subset of a set of items I. A pattern q is an itemset as well. The
support set e = ext(q) of pattern q represents the objects v in which pattern q
occurs, i.e. such that q ⊆ v. Given some pattern q, the most specific pattern c
with support set ext(q) is the representative of the class of patterns with same
support set as q and is called a closed pattern. It is obtained as c = f = int◦ext(q)
where the operator int applies to a set of itemsets and returns their intersection.
Core closed pattern mining [?] follows from the remark that applying an interior
operator1p to ext(q) we define a coarser equivalence relation. The most specific
pattern c of the class of patterns with same core support set e = p(ext(q)) as
pattern q is obtained as:

1 Interior operators p are monotonic, idempotent and such that for any X, p(X) ≤ X
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c = f(q) = int ◦ p ◦ ext(q) (1)

More precisely, let V be the vertex set of a graph G, W ⊆ V be a vertex subset
and C = p(W ) be the core of the subgraph GW induced by W according to
some core definition[?]. It has been shown that the operator p is then an interior
operator [?]. A core definition is always associated to a core property about a
vertex v within a vertex subset W . As an example, the k-core of the subgraph
GW is the largest vertex subset C ⊆ W such that all vertices in C have degree
at least k in GC [?]. Consider now that G is an attributed graph whose vertices
are described as itemsets. Let then W be the support set of some pattern q,
then C is its core support set, GC the pattern q core subgraph and c = int(C)
the associated core closed pattern with same core subgraph as q. We display
Figure 2 an attributed network together with a 2-core pattern subgraph and its
associated core closed pattern.
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Fig. 2. An attributed network whose vertex labels are subsets of abc. The pattern
a occurs in vertices 123457 so inducing the pattern a subgraph represented as bold
vertices and edges. Within the pattern a 2-core subgraph, represented in blue, each
vertex has degree (at least) 2. The labels of its vertices, namely vertices 123, have in
common ab which is therefore a 2-core closed pattern.

3.2 Core closed bi-pattern mining

Bi-pattern mining has been introduced in [?]. Let I1 and I2 be two sets of items
and V1 and V2 be two vertex sets. Bi-pattern mining of an attributed graph
considers pattern pairs q = (q1, q2) where q1 and q2 are respectively subsets of
I1 and I2. This way we define ext(q1, q2) as a pair of support sets, as well as
int(W1,W2) as the bi-pattern obtained by intersecting description of vertices
from W1 on one hand and description of vertices from W2 in an other hand. Bi-
pattern mining relies on applying to a vertex subset pair (W1,W2) an operator
that reduces both components in such a way that a bi-core property is satisfied.
More precisely, given a pair of vertex subset (W1,W2) we first consider the
subgraph induced by (W1,W2), i.e. the subgraph GW1,W2 made of the edges
relating W1 and W2, and then we reduce this subgraph by removing vertices
until the bi-core property is satisfied. We give hereunder the bi-core definition
we use for directed networks:
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– The h-a BHA bi-core (H,A) of the directed subgraph GW1,W2
is such that

in the subgraph GH,A induced by the directed edges relating H to A, all
vertices in H have outdegree at least h and all vertices in A have indegree
at least a.

The associated bi-core operator p is an interior operator such that (H,A) =
p(W1,W2). We then find back Equation 1 and define accordingly the core closed
bi-pattern c as the most specific bi-pattern (considering both components) whose
core support set pair is the same as the bi-pattern q core support set pair.

We display Figure 3 the bi-core subgraphs associated to two core closed
bi-patterns of a two-mode network. The two mode network is considered as a
directed network with edges directed from blue vertices towards red vertices.

l1 l2 l3

r1 r2 r3

abc abcabd

wxy wxz wxy

abc abd

wxy wxywxz

l1 l2

r1 r3

abc abd

wxy wxy

Fig. 3. Two 2-2 BHA bi-cores of a two-mode network. Blue vertices are described
as subsets of abcd while red vertices are described as subsets of wxyz. The leftmost
part displays the whole network. In the middle we have its 2-2 BHA-bi-core associated
with the closed bi-pattern (ab, wx): all its blue vertices labels contain ab while all red
vertices labels contain wx. The rightmost part of the figure displays the 2-2 BHA
bi-core associated with the bi-pattern (ab, wxy).

In a BHA bi-core vertices from H are called hubs while vertices from A are
called authorities. This is a reference to the hubs and authorities indexes as
introduced by J.M. Kleinberg [?]. Directed networks are defined with a single
vertex set V , consequently the components C1 and C2 of the bi-core may intersect
and a bi-pattern is made of two subsets of the same set of items I.

When performing single pattern mining, we will use the h-a HA-core C of a
single pattern subgraph GW [?]. C is then obtained as the union H ∪ A of the
bi-core components of GW,W .

4 Attributed Graph Pattern Set Selection

To apply gβ to pattern set selection we first need a distance d between patterns.
In order to compare two different pattern set selections of the same pattern set
P , we will also define a distance between pattern subsets. To apply gβ we will
also need interestingness measures, first to perform individual selection prior to
pattern set selection and then to define the decreasing ordering of P according
to a mapping g.
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4.1 Distances

In the single pattern mining case, the core closed pattern q is associated to
a vertex subset, its core support set p ◦ ext(q). As a distance d(q, q′) between
patterns q and q′ we will use the Jaccard distance between their core support
sets. Recall that the Jaccard distance between two subsets X and X ′ of some
set has range [0,1] and is defined as dJ(X,X ′) = 1− |X∩X

′|
|X∪X′| . We then have:

d(q, q′) = dJ(W,W ′))

where W is the core support set of q and W ′ is the core support set of q′.
Regarding bi-patterns we compute the distances between their pattern com-

ponents and take the least value. This is a conservative choice: when bi-pattern q
is selected, to remove bi-pattern q′ both components of q′ have to be at distance
less than β from q. We have then:

d(q, q′) = max(dJ(H,H ′), dJ(A,A′))

where (H,A) is the core support set pair of bi-pattern q and (H ′, A′) is the core
support set pair of bi-pattern q′.

Regarding pattern subsets we define the distance ds between two subsets S1

and S2 of some set P as ds(S1, S2) = max(m1,m2) where
d1(q) = minq2∈S2

d(q, q2), d2(q) = minq1∈S1
d(q, q1),

m1 =
∑
d1(q1)
|S1| and m2 =

∑
d2(q2)
|S2| .

In this definition, we first consider the distance of each element of S1 to its
closest element in S2 and compute the average m1 of such minimal distances. In
the same way we compute the average minimal distance m2 of elements of S2 to
elements of S1. ds(S1, S2) returns the greatest of these two values.

Computation of ds(S1, S2) needs O(|S1 ∗ |S2|) operations (i.e. comparisons,
additions and divisions). When applied to gβ selections ds has the following
properties:

Proposition 1
Let S1 and S2 be two set selections of P with parameters (g1, β1) and (g2, β2),
then

– 0 ≤ ds(S1, S2) ≤ max(β1, β2)
– If β1 = β2 = 0 then ds(S1, S2) =0
– If β1 = β2 = 1 then S1 = {q1}, S2 = {q2} and ds(S1, S2) = d(q1, q2)

4.2 Selecting and ordering patterns

Consider an interestingness measure µ and a pattern set P . At the individual
level, selecting pattern q means requiring that some constraint as µ(q) ≥ α is
satisfied. Any such measure may also be used to order the patterns. Our gen-
eral methodology consists in first selecting a pattern subset whose patterns all
satisfy a set of constraints, related to interestingness measures, then ordering
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this pattern set by decreasing order of one interestingness measure. The result-
ing pattern list is the input of the algorithm gβ that performs the pattern set
selection process. The pattern ordering may have a high impact on the pattern
set we obtain. We use the following measures in our experiments:

– Local modularity lm(q) ≥ m. Local modularity of an induced subgraph is the
contribution of it vertex subset to the modularity associated to a partition
of a network[?]. Local modularity beyond 0 means more internal edges in
the subgraph than expected. lm(q) ≥ m was used as a selection criteria in
[?,?].

– Inhomogeneity ih(q) ≥ m. It is the Jaccard distance between the support
sets of the two components of a bi-pattern (see Section 3.2) when mining
one-mode networks [?]. It is used to focus on bi-patterns we cannot observe
with single pattern mining.

– Deviation to expected core size sd(q) ≥ m. Given a pattern q with support
size S we may compare the size x of the core of its subgraph to the expected
size x̂ of the core of a subgraph induced by x vertices randomly drawn
from V . The value of sd(q) is expressed in number of standard deviation
as (x− x̂)/σx [?]. Patterns with high sd(q) values are indicative of network
homophily[?].

5 Experiments

5.1 Datasets, measures and orderings

We mainly use two datasets described below:
Lawyers Advice network. This dataset concerns a network study of corporate

law partnership that was carried out in a Northeastern US corporate law firm
from 1988 to 1991 in New England [?]. It concerns 71 attorneys (partners and
associates) of this firm2. In the Lawyer Advice network a directed edge x → y
links two lawyers whenever x tends to go to y for basic professional advice. There
are 892 such edges in the network. The vertices are labelled with the lawyers
description as attribute values regarding status (associate or partner), gender,
office location (Boston,Hartford, Providence), age and seniority in the firm.

LastFM. LastFM, which was used in a work of Galbrun and co-authors [?],
is a social network of last.fm community where individuals are described by the
artists or groups they have listened. It is made of 1892 vertices related by 12717
undirected edges. vertex labels are subsets of items representing 17625 artists
and groups. The average itemset size is 18.

Single and bi-pattern mining is performed using the minerLC sotware3. In
our experiments we considered four orderings of the pattern set. Our default
ordering is the Dev ordering that favors unexpected patterns:

– ”Dev”: Decreasing deviations sd(q) from the q subgraph expected core size.

2 https://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/∼snijders/siena/Lazega lawyers data.htm
3 https://lipn.univ-paris13.fr/MinerLC/
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– ”ISupp”: Increasing core supports |p ◦ ext(q)|
– ”DSupp”: Decreasing core supports |p ◦ ext(q)|
– ”DLM”: Decreasing local modularities of the pattern q core subgraphs.

To analyse our experiments we use various measures of pattern set selection:

– The covering cov(S) represents the number of vertices covered by S, i.e.
which belongs to the core support set of at least one pattern from S.

– The redundancy ratio is qred(S) = red(S)/|S| where red(S) is the ratio of
the total number of vertices in the core support sets of patterns from S to
the covering of S. qred(S) is the average proportion of patterns in S to which
a vertex covered by S belongs.

– The mean core support cs(S) of patterns in S.

In the experiments we denote by SOβ pattern subsets selected with ordering
O and distance threshold β. When using the default ordering Dev, we simply
write Sβ .

5.2 Pattern set selection in core closed single pattern mining

We first consider the LastFM network. In this online network there are many
vertices, each described by a small number of items from a large set. Applying a
4-core constraint we obtain a set of 61560 core closed patterns. We report Table
1 the number of selected patterns in Sβ selections together with the values of
various measures. β ranges from 0.4 to 0.9 and the pattern set is ordered following
Dev. The redundancy ratio seems to be stable on the whole β range: a vertex is
covered in average by less than 3/100 of the selected patterns. The mean core
support of Sβ selections is stable (between 18 and 25 vertices) and smaller than
the mean core support of P , except for β = 0.9.

Table 1. Measures on pattern sets Sβ from the LastFM dataset 4-4 HA closed patterns

β #Patterns Covering Redundancy ratio Mean core support

0 61560 1211 0.032631 39.5161
0.4 3135 1211 0.0188593 22.8386
0.5 1594 1211 0.0173271 20.9831
0.6 843 1211 0.0175879 21.2989
0.7 402 680 0.0273229 18.5796
0.8 157 1211 0.0209965 25.4268
0.9 51 1211 0.0328363 39.7647

We then consider the Lawyers Advice network. In [?], MinerLC was run on
4-4 HA cores on this network and resulted in 930 patterns. We represent Table
2 the results of Sβ selections using the Dev ordering and β values ranging from
0.3 to 0.9.
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Table 2. Measures on pattern sets Sβ from the Lawyers dataset 4-4 HA closed patterns

β #Patterns Covering Redundancy ratio Mean core support

0 930 70 0.298971 20.928
0.3 164 70 0.239547 16.7683
0.4 100 70 0.222143 15.55
0.5 56 69 0.214545 14.8036
0.6 37 70 0.215444 15.0811
0.7 22 69 0.195652 13.5
0.8 10 57 0.201754 11.5
0.9 6 70 0.254762 17.8333

We observe that the redundancy ratio is stable on the whole range while the
covering is near the maximum value 70 for β values up to 0.7. Note that the Dev
ordering tends to favor patterns with small (global) support but still non empty
cores (see [?]). S0.9 selects six patterns, one of which is q0 the most general one
(found at the end of the ordering) with core support 70. The mean core support
slowly decreases (as more unexpected patterns are selected) except regarding
S0.9 that contains q0. When comparing Table 2 to Table 1 which investigates
the LastFM we observe that the redundancy ratio is as stable but at a level one
order of magnitude lower in the LastFM table.

We also report Table 3 distances ds between SDevβ and selections obtained
with various orderings. As suspected Dev produces selections close to ISupp and,
accordingly distant from DSupp. Overall, all distances increase with β values as
less patterns are selected.

Table 3. Distance between pattern sets Sβ obtained with various orderings.

β Dev vs. ISupp Dev vs. DLM Dev vs. DSupp

0.3 0.0385637 0.116855 0.123451
0.4 0.0779205 0.161736 0.184607
0.5 0.177322 0.274963 0.314344
0.6 0.229075 0.320703 0.307019
0.7 0.221967 0.488141 0.550112
0.8 0.276306 0.584953 0.581629
0.9 0.490625 0.705413 0.482323

5.3 Pattern set selection in core closed bi-pattern mining

Bi-pattern set selection with no previous individual selection We inves-
tigate now core closed bi-pattern selection. Our experiments concern the Lawyers
network using 4-4 BHA bi-cores. Recall that whenever we consider a bi-pattern
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with identical components (q, q) the 4-4 BHA-bi-core is the same as the 4-4
HA-core of pattern q. So, basically the core constraint is the same as in Lawyers
network experiments Section 5.2. We report Table 4 some measures on the Sβ bi-
pattern selections with β ranging from 0.3 to 0.7. When comparing these results
to those on the 4-4 HA core closed single patterns displayed Table 2 we observe
that the decrease with increasing β values is much steeper: At β = 0.3 we select
9055 bi-patterns, i.e. about 3% of the 293490 bi-patterns while we select 164
single patterns, i.e. about 17% of the 930 single patterns. These results were ex-
pected as bi-patterns tends to have more neighbours than single patterns which
make selection more useful. The redundancy ratios and mean core supports are
similar to those of single patterns selections.

Table 4. Measures on Sβ from the Lawyers dataset 4-4 BHA closed bi-patterns

β #Bi-pattern Covering Redundancy ratio Mean core support

0 293490 70 0.382115 26.748
0.3 9055 70 0.269848 18.8893
0.4 3258 70 0.249974 17.4982
0.5 1093 70 0.237159 16.6011
0.6 522 70 0.212178 14.8525
0.7 190 70 0.196541 13.7579

Bi-pattern set selection with previous individual selection In this sec-
tion we first apply an individual selection process to the bi-patterns resulting
from the mining process. We used various criteria, starting from selecting in-
homegenous bi-patterns. Inhomegenous bi-patterns are those in which the two
patterns are strongly different. In the Lawyers Advice network we search for bi-
patterns representing lawyers that ask for advice from lawyers that differs from
them (for instance older, with a different law practise or a higher position in the
firm). In what follows we use our default Dev ordering.

When selecting bi-patterns with homogeneity at most 0.1 we obtain a se-
lection P0 of 29 186 inhomogeneous bi-patterns among the 293 490 4-4 BHA
bi-patterns obtained in [?]. From P0 we select those whose deviation to expected
core sizes were above 3 standard deviations (i.e. the first bi-patterns in the Dev
order) resulting in a subset P1 of 16 217 bi-patterns. Finally we apply to P1 a
moderate local modularity constraint requiring pattern core subgraphs to have
local modularity at least 0.03, leading to a subset P2 of 2 000 bi-patterns. We
report Table 5 the selections Sβ from P2 for various β values.

The four bi-patterns found in S0.9 and displayed Figure 4, represent sub-
groups in which lawyers with low seniority ask for advice from lawyers with
higher seniority. The bi-patterns differ in the location (Hartford or Boston) and
law practised (Litigation or Corporate).
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Table 5. Measures on Sβ from the P2 subset of Lawyers 4-4 BHA closed bi-patterns

β #Bi-pattern Covering Redundancy ratio Mean core support

0 2000 69 0.343906 23.729
0.5 37 68 0.310413 21.108
0.7 10 61 0.306557 18.700
0.8 8 59 0.311441 18.375
0.9 4 54 0.319444 17.250

{25 < Age ≤ 35, Seniority ≤ 10, Office:Hartford}
{35 < Age ≤ 60, Gender:Man, Office:Hartford, Status:Partner}
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{25 < Age ≤ 40, Seniority ≤ 10, Gender:Man, Office:Boston, Practice:Litigation, Status:Associate}
{30 < Age ≤ 50, 5 < Seniority ≤ 25, Office:Boston, Practice:Litigation}
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{30 < Age ≤ 60, Seniority ≤ 10, Practice:Corporate}
{35 < Age ≤ 55, 5 < Seniority ≤ 25, Office:Boston, Practice:Corporate, Status:Partner}
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{40 < Age ≤ 50, Seniority ≤ 25, Office:Boston}
{45 < Age ≤ 65, Seniority < 20, Gender:Man, Status:Partner}
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Fig. 4. Core subgraphs of the S0.9 bi-patterns selected from P2. The top-left subgraph
represents a group of lawyers from Hartford: young lawyers with seniority at most 10
(in blue) ask for advice from older, male partners (in red). The top-right subgraph
represents a group of lawyers from Boston who practise Litigation Law: young male
associates with seniority at most 10 years (in blue) ask for advice from lawyers with
seniority higher than 5 years (in red). The bottom-left subgraph represents a group
of lawyers who practise corporate law: lawyers with seniority at most 10 (in blue) ask
for advice from partners from Boston with seniority at least 5 years (in red). In the
bottom-right subgraph middle-aged lawyers ask for advice from older male partners
from Boston with seniority in the firm beyond 20 years. Within a group some lawyers
ask for advice as well as they are asked for and are then represented as blue and red
vertices. For instance associates 29 and 34 have both out (blue) and in (red) roles in
the bottom left subgraph.
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5.4 Comparison with KRIMP on standard closed itemset mining

KRIMP relies on the Minimum Description Length (or MDL) principle: a pattern
is considered as redundant with respect to a pattern subset when it does not
reduce the cost associated to representing the data using this pattern subset.
KRIMP produces a set of codes representing patterns representative of the whole
pattern set. Similarly to gβ it uses a particular ordering of the pattern set. As it
is, KRIMP cannot be applied to core closed patterns or bi-patterns compression
and it is still an open problem to find a proper way to apply MDL for core closed
patterns and bi-patterns.

We compared gβ to KRIMP [?] on the pattern subset selection on stan-
dard closed pattern mining. We consider four datasets previously investigated
with KRIMP (see Table 6) and processed as follows: first from the set of closed
patterns we remove the empty set (if present), the remaining subset P is then
processed using both KRIMP and gβ.

On one hand KRIMP computes K, the representative itemsets of the code
table that compresses the pattern set P . On the other hand P is ordered ac-
cording to the order used by KRIMP (first by decreasing size of support sets
then by decreasing itemsets sizes). We then search for a β threshold such that
gβ outputs a pattern set SP of size close to the size of the set K extracted from
the KRIMP results. Finally we compute the pattern subset SK obtained by gβ
selection on K, with same β value. Table 6 displays various measures computed
on these results. In these datasets β values are high indicating high redundancy
in the pattern set. Pattern subsets distances ds(S,K) varies from 0.49 to 0.85
indicating a variable agreement between the two methods. Also note that apply-
ing gβ to K still leads to a reduction of the pattern set (about from one third
to half of K is selected).

Table 6. gβ and KRIMP selections from various datasets: the columns respectively
represent the number #O of objects in the database, the number #I of items, the
number #P of closed patterns submitted to gβ and KRIMP, the size #K of the
KRIMP output, the distance threshold β used for greedy selection, the number #S of
patterns selected by gβ on P , the distance ds(S,K) between pattern set S and pattern
set K, the covering cov(S) of the object set by S, the covering cov(K) of the object
set by K, and the size #SK of the pattern set SK selected by gβ from K with the β
value associated to the dataset.

Name #O #I #P #K β #S ds(S,K) cov(S) cov(K) #SK
led7 3200 24 7037 176 0.9 190 0.73 1 0.97 104
breast 699 16 641 40 0.7 41 0.49 1 1 22
pima 768 38 3203 88 0.9 100 0.62 1 0.94 35
chess (kr-k) 28056 58 180864 1733 0.995 2210 0.85 1 0.94 891
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6 Conclusion

Pattern set selection is an important issue in data mining, addressed in partic-
ular using compression techniques as in the KRIMP algorithm [?]. The general
gβ subset selection method introduced here is an alternative and complementary
simple way to perform pattern set selection. Its main parameter is a distance
threshold, which allows working at finer to coarser levels. Distances criteria were
also used in a different way in [?] for non overlapping community detection.
In the latter work the authors use approximation techniques, such as bottom-
k sketches for approximating Jaccard distances. Such efficient approximations
should be mandatory for scalability of gβ, in particular when support sets are
vertex subsets of large networks. In this work we have applied gβ to attributed
graph single pattern and bi-pattern mining which relies on core definitions. In
this context the prior individual pattern selection step according to interesting-
ness measures is of particular importance. For instance, focussing on high local
modularity vertex subsets expresses our interest in subgraphs with less external
links than expected, while reducing pattern subgraphs to pattern core subgraphs
comes with deviation to core size as a natural unexpectedness measure. Other
interestingness measures related to unexpectedness may be considered, as it was
the case in a recent work about multi-relational pattern mining [?]. Furthermore,
when considering bi-patterns we may be interested in those with low homogene-
ity, i.e. those whose subgraphs display links between vertices that have different
attribute values, therefore focussing in network heterophily. Note that the pre-
liminary ordering of patterns using a decreasing interestingness order is an im-
portant step of the gβ selection process, and from this point of view, the greedy
behaviour of the algorithm appears as a strength rather than as a weakness. In
our experiments we have applied the methodology to two attributed networks of
different nature and size with interesting results, in particular regarding quan-
tities, as the redundancy ratio, which seems stable through a wide range of β
values. However, our general guess is that more work is needed to relate the
attributed network structure to the mining parameters (which core definitions
and parameters to consider ?) as well as to the pattern set selection β parameter.
Overall our intended contribution is to add to attributed networks investigation
tools allowing to avoid redundancy and to focus on relevant criteria.


